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Machine Learning Smart Routing Dynamic and Real Time

Intelligently navigating the liquidity landscape 

Traditional Smart Order Routers (SORs) tend to focus on the quality of the fill received; 

UBS’s innovative approach improves the quality of fill while minimizing information leakage. 

Bayesian Decision 

Trees model possible 

outcomes of each 

order’s placement

strategy, quickly and 

precisely identifying 

patterns across 

liquidity sources.

UBS’s SOR optimizes

the range of liquidity

interactions, considering 

market idiosyncrasies, 

on/off-exchange 

venues, missed trade 

opportunity costs, and 

the impact of 

information leakage. 

UBS’s model uses a 

dynamic, probabilistic 

approach for order 

placement, identifying 

liquidity and optimal 

routing choices in real 

time, increasing the 

probability of fills with no 

subsequent change in 

price.

The Cash Equities market is continually evolving, and today’s market participants must 

navigate this complex landscape considering many factors:

• A growing number of liquidity sources and segments
• Changing liquidity patterns through the day

• Lit, gray and dark liquidity

UBS has developed sophisticated tools that simplify complex decision making, helping 

deliver improved value, tailored to each order.

Machine learning for a data rich environment



1 Already uses Decision Trees; 2 To fully use Decision Trees from Q2 2023; 3 Does not use Decision Trees

UBS’ Smart Order Routers have been enhanced to leverage Bayesian Decision Trees when 

posting – helping drive improved outcomes.

UBS Lit Passive Post
Sources liquidity from exchanges on the near-touch side of the

market with the intent to capture the full spread.1

Efficient implementation, better value: machine 

learning in today’s order flow

UBS Dark Post
Sources non-displayed liquidity on ATSs and exchanges to seek size 

improvement relative to the algorithm’s target schedule and quote size, 

and/or to seek price improvement relative to the aggressive touch price.2

UBS Smart Seek
Crosses the full spread to access lit quotes while seeking price and/or size 

improvement relative to the displayed quote along the way. Also accesses 

ELPs, which UBS categorizes as Dark Liquidity.3



For illustrative purposes only.

Find your optimal path

UBS’s Smart Order Router decision trees are regularly updated – continually exploring the 

market, learning from the latest data, and improving the approach for future orders.

UBS leverages a hybrid wireless solution consisting of millimeter and laser transmission for 

order routing and direct market data feeds. This solution is live for all NASDAQ and NYSE 

exchanges. Improved market data speeds can yield a better view of each security’s pricing and 

order book. Faster order routing can more effectively deliver orders to the target destination 

to take advantage of liquidity.

High-end servers have been set up in Equinix’s NY5 data center to house the SOR platform.
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